Refractory Wound Lymphorrhea Responds to Longitudinal Yarn Elastic Compression:
Yarn focused compression preserves patent subdermal lymphangions to decrease lymphatic hypertension.

Post Operative Lymphedema

Outcome

• Lymphorhea stops after one week of
Longitudinal Yarn Compression(*) textile &
Jones Dressing
• Death of metastatic disease at week 10
with “stable healing wound”

Metastatic Cancer and Massive Lymphorrhea
Hospice referral to wound clinic for uncontrolled massive lymphorrhea from the
right leg. Breast cancer metastatic to spinal cord and to pelvic. Lymphatics created
troublesome lymphorrhea (bed sheet changes twice a day) Massive edema due to
dependency, lymphatic obstruction, poor nutrition and low albumin. Poor nutrition.

Longitudinal yarn stockinet is the first layer of a four layer Robert Jones.
Patient underwent L femoral popliteal bypass 8 months before the onset of 8
weeks of massive, change the sheets every morning, lymphorrhea from the
lateral calf venous leg ulcer (VLU).

Problem

• Massive edema following L femoral popliteal bypass
• Eight weeks of massive lymphorrhea

Problem

• Massive lymphorrhea
• Breast cancer pelvic metastasis
• Spinal cord mets with paraplegia and
dependent limb
• Malnutrition
• Pain

Lymphorrhea with
Ischemic Ulcers

Problem

• Dependent L leg
• Arterial
occlusive disease
• Venous
insufficiency

Treatment

• Sharp debridement
• Fuzzy longitudinal yarn elastic
compression textile (*) and modified Robert
Jones Dressing
Wound has stopped weeping after one week of LYC compression stockinet(*) and Robert Jones Dressing (cotton batting and Cobam). The wound is now
flat, recall photo to the left of a wound that was 12mm deep due to extensive edema of the subcutaneous fat. Edema fluid drained in one week of fuzzy
Longitudinal Yarn elastic compression therapy.

Painful red edematous left leg is the result of
arterial occlusive disease and venous insuffiency.
Note fluid weeping on chuck.
Week #2 Limb is painful. Patient is depressed.

Week #1 Pretibial edema is >15mm. Note cornrow furrows in the skin of the ankle.

Week #8 Wound edges are contracting and epithelial cells are migrating into wound. At this point dress is
dry gauze and Longitudinal Yarn Compression Stockinet. Patient died of metastatic disease soon after this
photo was taken.

L lateral calf mixed arterial and venous leg ulcer. Observe the hanging drop of active lymphorrhea. Weeping present for 8 weeks.
Above: Bone rongeur used to debride macerated hide and necrotic subcutaneous
fat.
Patient refuses compression therapy of any type.

Right: Minutes after debridement, wound fills with clear fluid, observe reflection
of ceiling florescent light (arrow). Observe the complete lack of bleeding following
debridement: lymphatic hypertension eventually decreases skin capillary
perfusion.

Right pretibial ulcers show macerated necrotic dermis with beads of lymphatic fluid welling up and dripping on exam table.

Week #8 Wounds healing. Only three visits to wound clinic were required. Patient died of metastatic disease soon after this photo was taken. Note edema is
resolving.

Problem

Wounds presenting with lymphorrhea are challenging, often impossible to heal. Lymphorrhea maceration stimulates chronic granulation tissue, unhinging healing.
The mechanism of healing pathophysiology in lymphorrhea is not well understood.(1) Traditional lymphedema therapy, limb elevation, elastic compression and
pneumatic compression, in our clinic’s anecdotal experience is not uniformly effective to heal wounds with lymphorrhea that is visible, drip by drip, at first clinic
visit.(2)

Wounds completely healed at 8 weeks. Observe the decrease in limb diameter resulting from Longitudinal Yarn Compression textile. Observe cornrow furrows in subcutaneous fat.
Patient went to California for 6 weeks. She reported that lymphorrhea stopped after the first dressing change at day 4. She used four layer dressing with Longitudinal Yarn Compression
as the elastic first layer for 9 days, then she wore LYC stockinet with dry gauze dressing.

Treatment

• Longitudinal yarn
compression textile as layer
1 in a 4 layer dressing

Outcome

• Lymphorrhea stops by
week two
• Ulcer heals week eight

Longitudinal Yarn Compression (LYC) textile(*) delivers a halo of elastic compression to subcutaneous fat over one fifth of the skin surface via fuzzy parallel fuzzy
yarns. Furrows in the skin form under yarns as edema fluid drains out of the subcutaneous fat. Patent lymphangions between longitudinal yarns allow for effective
egress of lymphatic effluent. Treating wound lymphorrhea with traditional circumferential elastic compression occludes subdermal lymphangions, lymphatic
hypertension persists, and lymph fluid continues escape via the wound.(3) We hypothesize that LYC textile stops lymphorrhea by effectively lowering subdermal
fat lymphatic hypertension. Yarn focused compression delivers physiologically effective elastic compression to one fifth of the skin surface, preserving patent
lymphangions in four fifths of the subcutaneous fat to efficiently evacuate edema fluid.

Methods
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Three patients with active visible leg wound lymphorrhea were treated with LYC textile as the first
layer, elastic engine, of a four layer dressing. Photos document technique and healing.

Photos document results: one patient healed her wounds, one patient died of metastatic disease with
wounds nearly healed, and one patient did not tolerated LYC compression and wounds worsened.

Conclusion

Longitudinal Yarn Compression textile appears to deliver elastic compression that stops wound
lymphorrhea.
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Week # 2 Patient uses terry cloth towel to wrap wound and contain lymphorrhea fluid at home. Refused sedation and pain medication.

Treatment

• Refused treatment, checked out of clinic
• Pain prevented elastic compression

Outcome

• No healing
• Massive lymphorrhea controlled with
terry cloth towels
• Patient lost to follow up

